PART II

Statutory Notifications (S. R. O.)

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN

REVENUE DIVISION
(Federal Board of Revenue)

NOTIFICATION

Islamabad, the 31st July, 2019

(CUSTOMS)

S.R.O. 902(I)/2019.—In exercise of the powers conferred by section 219 of the Customs Act, 1969 (IV of 1969) read with section 8A of the said Act, the Federal Board of Revenue is pleased to prescribe the wearing of uniform by the officers of Pakistan Customs Service (PCS) of grade 17 and above as set out in Schedule-I and II subject to the following, namely:—

(a) the Uniform shall be worn by all officers, men and women, in all of Pakistan, grade 17 and above, posted in enforcement, preventive and anti-smuggling formations;

(1)

Price: Rs. 20.00

[1204(2019)/Ex.Gaz.]
(b) each officer shall have one formal uniform for departmental and State functions or occasions;

(c) for officers serving in Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa a separate option of Militia color Shalwar Kameez uniform is designed. However, where the concerned Collector decides for the Shalwar Kameez option, for the duration of this option only Shalwar Kameez uniform shall be worn;

(d) Uniform shall display ribbon strip for any extra-ordinary achievement;

(e) The traditional Customs Peak caps are only to be worn outdoors, in Parade, and inside only at Airports. Headgear shall not be worn inside offices;

(f) The Chief Collector or Director General may decide the timing of summer and winter uniform;

(g) Place of posting or assignment shall be shown by a monogram worn on left sleeve;

(h) The current assignment of the uniformed officer shall be displayed in the shape of a monogram pinned on the left upper arms like the formation signs of the Pakistan Army.

(i) Each Collectorate may design its monogram and badge keeping with its tradition, area, and nature of work as well as representative of the workforce. The background of the Collectorate shall be Navy Blue and of the Directorates shall be Red. Monograms for Customs Officer in Federal Board of Revenue, those on deputation or foreign posting are given in this document;

(j) The AC/DC headquarters will wear a silver braided lanyard on left arm;

(k) Rank identification is worn on shoulders and sleeves per existing pattern and as prescribed for the Uniform Manual of Pakistan Army; and

(l) The Officers in BS-16 and below shall keep on wearing the established uniforms as already notified.
Schedule-I

LIST OF CLOTHING ITEMS FOR MALE OFFICERS OF PAKISTAN CUSTOMS SERVICE (BS-17 and ABOVE)

(a) DAILY WEAR WINTER

- **COAT**: French Grey single breasted Jacket with Silver Buttons and Stripes. The coat will have three buttons of 5/6” diameter in front and arm stripes.

- **TROUSERS**: The material of trouser will be of grey color. Trouser for winter will have a plain bottom without a turnup with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side. Buttons will be of plastic grey color, or optional zipper front.

- **SHIRT**: Shirt for men winter will be made of plain white cloth. The shirt will have attached pointed collar and full sleeves having one breast plain pocket on the left side. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the epaulettes.

- **FOOTWEAR**: The shoes will be of black color without toecap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **SOCKS**: Socks will be of black color during winters.

- **NAME PLATE**: Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color. Font: Times New Roman

- **NECK TIE**: Scarlet necktie will be worn with winter uniform only.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA**: It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.
- **BELT**: Belt shall be of Black color with silver buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP**: The cap will be of naval pattern, black peaked, white in color. The black band will bear the cap badge as per specified design.

- **NAME PLATE**: Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.

(b) **DAILY WEAR SUMMER**

- **TROUSER**: Trouser will be of French grey color. It will have a plain bottom without turn-up with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side.

- **SHIRT**: Shirts for men during summer will be made of plain light grey cloth. The shirt will have an attached pointed collar with half sleeves having two breast plain pockets. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the darker shade grey epaulettes.

- **FOOTWEAR**: The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **SOCKS**: Socks will be of black color during summer.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA**: It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT**: Black leather Belt with silver color buckle having embossed customs insignia.
- **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of naval pattern, black peaked, white in color. The black band will bear the cap badge as per specified design.

- **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.

(c) **FORMAL WEAR WINTER.**

- **TUNIC:** Dark grey round color tunic with epaulettes worn over round color shirt as in summer formal.

- **TROUSER:** Trouser will be of dark French grey color. It will have a plain bottom without turn-up with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side.

- **SHIRT:** Shirts for men during summer will be made of plain light grey cloth. The shirt will have an attached pointed collar with half sleeves having two breast plain pockets. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the darker shade grey epaulettes.

- **FOOTWEAR:** The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT:** Black leather Belt with silver color buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of naval pattern, black peaked, white in color. The black band will bear the cap badge as per specified design.
• **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.

(d) **FORMAL WEAR SUMMER**

• **TROUSER:** Trouser will be of dark grey color. It will have a plain bottom without turn-up with two straight pockets on the sides and one back pocket on the right side.

• **SHIRT:** Shirts for men during summer will be made of plain light grey cloth with round collar with half sleeves having two breast plain pockets. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the darker shade grey epaulettes and silver buttons.

• **FOOTWEAR:** The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

• **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer.

• **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

• **BELT:** Belt shall be of black color with silver color buckle having embossed customs insignia.

• **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of naval pattern, black peaked, white in color. The black band will bear the cap badge as per specified design.

• **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.
(e) LIST OF CLOTHING ITEMS FOR FEMALE OFFICERS OF PAKISTAN CUSTOMS SERVICE (BS-17 AND ABOVE)

DAILY SUMMER WEAR

- **SHIRT**: Light grey shirt Kt. Cloth with five buttons, attached pointed collar and full sleeves. The length of shirt will be three inches lower than the knees. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the epaulettes.

- **TROUSERS**: Straight trouser style shalwar will be of dark grey color with or without belt.

- **DUPATTA**: Light grey dupatta with its two ends passing through the epaulettes.

- **FOOTWEAR**: Shoes will be black with heels maximum 2”.

- **SOCKS**: Socks will be of black color during summer.

- The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA**: It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT**: Belt shall be of black color with silver color buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP**:.

- **NAME PLATE**: Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2” x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.
(f) **DAILY WINTER WEAR**

- **COAT:** French Grey single breasted coat with three button having loops on the shoulders to house the epaulettes. The coat will have three Silver buttons of 5/6” diameter in front and arm stripes.

- **SHIRT:** Light grey shirt Kt. Cloth with five buttons, attached pointed collar and full sleeves. The length of shirt will be three inches lower than the knees. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the epaulettes.

- **TROUSER:** Straight trouser style shalwar will be of dark grey color with or without belt.

- **FOOTWEAR:** Shoes will be black with heels maximum 2”.

- **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer.

- The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT:** Belt shall be of black color with silver color buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP:**

- **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.
(g) FORMAL WINTER WEAR

- **TUNIC:** Dark grey round color tunic with epaulettes worn over round color shirt as in summer formal.

- **SHIRT:** Light grey shirt Kt. Cloth with five buttons, attached pointed collar and full sleeves. The length of shirt will be three inches lower than the knees. The shirt will have shoulder loops to house the epaulettes.

- **TROUSER:** Straight trouser style shalwar will be of dark grey color with or without belt.

- **DUPATTA:** Light grey dupatta with its two ends passing through the epaulettes.

- **FOOTWEAR:** Shoes will be black with heels maximum 2”.

- **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer.

- The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT:** Belt shall be of black color with silver color buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP:**

- **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.
(h) **FORMAL SUMMER WEAR**

- **SHIRT:** Light grey shirt Kt. Cloth with five buttons, attached pointed collar and full sleeves. The length of shirt will be three inches lower than the knees. The shirt with round collar with shoulder loops to house the darker shade grey epaulettes and silver buttons.

- **TROUSER:** Straight trouser style shalwar will be of dark grey color with or without belt.

- **DUPATTA:** Light grey dupatta with its two ends passing through the epaulettes.

- **FOOTWEAR:** Shoes will be black with heels maximum 2”.

- **SOCKS:** Socks will be of black color during summer.

- The shoes will be of black color oxford pattern, without toe-cap having 5 eyelets for shoe laces.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

- **BELT:** Belt shall be of black color with silver color buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- **PEAK CAP:**

- **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.
(i) **FIELD UNIFORMS**

**MEN**

- Half sleeve navy blue polo shirts will be worn with dark blue, six pocket (cargo pants).

- The polo shirts will have printed strips on the centre of the shirt, below the button according to the ranks of the officer.

- **NAME TAG** (Velcro Tape) on Right side of the chest. Pakistan Customs LOGO on left side of the chest and “PAKISTAN CUSTOMS” written on the back of the polo shirt.

- Dark Blue belts will be work with a silver buckle having embossed customs insignia.

- Peak caps will be worn with Customs badge.

- Dark blue parachute material pull over with zip, two pockets and hoodie and bearing the service badge on the front left side (in yellow) and Pakistan Customs on the back.
(j) FIELD UNIFORMS

WOMEN

- Navy blue full sleeves shirt will be worn 3” below hip with blue jeans.

- Shirt will have loops on the shoulders to house the epaulettes.

- Black grey dopatta with its two ends passing through the epaulettes.

- Blue jeans will be worn as trousers.

- V-neck navy blue full sleeves sweater will be worn in winters.

(k) LIST OF CLOTHING ITEMS FOR MALE OFFICERS OF PAKISTAN CUSTOMS SERVICE (BS-17 & ABOVE) (BALUCHISTAN & KHYBER PAKHTUNKHAWA) (OPTIONAL)

(i) SUMMER

- SHALWAR KAMEEZ: will be of black militia color.

- FOOTWEAR: Black Peshawari Chappal with strap of given pattern.

- SOCKS: Socks will be of black color during summer.

- BELT: Black Web belt Army/Police Pattern with loops.
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- **PEAK CAP:** The cap will be of naval pattern, black peaked, white in color. The black band will bear the cap badge as per specified design.

- **NAME PLATE:** Name plate shall be of grey color plastic 1/2”x 3” rectangular size having the name of the officer duly engraved in black color.

- **CHEST GOLDEN CUSTOMS INSIGNIA:** It will be of floral wreath worked in golden color thread on blue cloth background.

(ii) **WINTER**

Same as above with Navy Blue sweater with epaulettes and silver colour stripes. Woolen Beret Cap Navy Blue.

**Schedule-II**

| Rank: Assistant Collector / Additional Director of Customs |
|----------------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Grade 1° | Grade 16 | Grade 19 | Grade 20 | Grade 21 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shoulder Insignia Epaulettes:**

**Sleeve Insignia:**

[C. No. 10(10)L&P/2002.]

MUHAMMAD SALEEM MEMON,  
Secretary (Law & Procedure).